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INTRODUCTION
The Roman posting system was largely ignored in Britain until
E.W.Black in 1995 produced his book, Cursus Publicus (B. A. R.2.41),
That book is a very welcome study of the buildings of all known
probable, British mansiones , supplemented with details of the
central administration

of the post, much being taken from the

Codex Theodosianus, and taking a fresh look at the Antonine
Itinerary and the

Pizos inscription. However little is said of the

practical local problems that must have arisen in Britain - the
vehicles used, the animals involved, the hilly roads and the
traffic generally. Some of these problems are best approached by
the study of a single posting station in a more detailed way than
is possible when a countrywide survey is undertaken.
The posting station chosen here, Letocetum

(Wall, Staffs.

SK 0906) is suitable for such a study ^or the foil-owing
reasons. The identification of the site as being that of a posting
station is generally accepted. It is situated on the Watling Street
and appears in Iter II of the Antonine Itinerary

1

(Fig*!) where it

appears as Etocetum and is shown as being 12 Roman miles east of
Pennocrucium and 16 Roman miles northwest of Manduessedum. Further
confirmation comes from the identification of a mansio adjoining a
Roman bath-house a few yards north of the Roman road. The name
Etocetum has been shown to-be an orror for Letocetum.

2

addition

there was no civilian settlement before the posting station was
established and archaeological evidence for settlement ends with
the Roman period until afterthe tiny manor of Wall was established
in the twelfth century. There have been a large number of
small-scale excavations at Letocetum. During the last 150 years

4

Garner, Bagnall, Mott, Jackson, Henderson, Blay, Hodgkinson,
Webster, Lyon, Gould, Greenfield, Oswald, Round, Ball and the
Birmingham University Field Archaeology Unit have all worked there
and left some record of their activities. Although there has not
been any large-scale modern excavation, the mansio and bath-house
have been completely excavated by

Mott, Webster and Round.

The present is a work of synthesis using all the information
available and offering a fresh interpretation of the site. There is
inevitably a little repetition of Black's work but a different view
of the mansio site and settlement generally is offered.

5

Fig. 1

The Position of Letocetum
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I BEFORE THE ROMANS
Letocetum is an unlikely site for an incipient Roman town. The
surrounding countryside was not such as could easily support a town
population and until the Roman roads, Watling Street and Ryknield
Street, were built the site was not easily accessible particularly
from the west and south.
The site is on the north-western rim of a geological saucer
(Fig.2). To the west a long ridge rises over 600 feet above
sea-level. To the east is another ridge, sometimes referred to as
the Hints ridge, which is not quite so high. The land also rises
but more gently to the north and south. The centre, about 310 feet
above sea-level is fairly flat save where

Shenstone church sits on

the top of a small steep-sided hill. The whole, save for the
northern rim, north of the Watling Street, today forms the
extensive parish of Shenstone.
Hebden in his survey of settlement and farming in Shenstone
parish, has commented on the poor quality of the soil.3 Much of the
land can only be described as hungry, modern fertilisers being soon
washed through. This is understandable since, except in the east,
much of the subsoil is of Upper Bunter Mottled Sandstone and sand
together with pebble beds. This is reflected in the place-name of
1

one of the hamlets in Shenstone parish - Stonnal. . , sometimes spelt
Stonnall,

the stony halh or nook.

4

The soil is a little better to

the east where it lies over Keuper sandstone and marls with some
boulder clay. However this is ill-drained with wide areas of peat.
To the north-west, the small Crane Brook enters the geological
saucer and then meanders along being joined by small streams until
it meets the Bourne Brook (also known as the Black Brook) before it

7
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exits to the east through a small gap in the Hints ridge. After the
last glaciation, a wood of Scots Pine grew up here only to be
inundated when the water could not escape from the saucer. Peat
formed and today logs of Scots Pine are to be found below the
peat. By the Roman period the water must have worn a deeper escape
route allowing some drying out of the peat for the Watling Street
was built over the edge of the peat without supporting timbers
etcetera.Alternatively the improved climate of the Roman period may
have allowed some drying out of the peat

5

Prof. H.Godwin and

J.H.Dickson cut a column of 'crumbly amorphous organic mud* from
below the road.6 The high frequency of pine pollen from the base
confirms the inundated pine wood. The tree pollen from the top
shows a local growth of alder. The tree pollen count also includes
birch, elm, hazel and willow with but little oak pollen. A little
pollen from ribwort plantain suggests some woodland clearance
before the road was metalled c. AD 7 0 .

7

Analysis of pollen from the centre of Letocetum has proved
similar save the high count of alder is replaced by a high count of
birch.

8

The suggestion is of woodland and scrub with possibly a

little clearance of land to the east. Before the 1930s much of the
area of peat was uncultivated. It was described on the tithe
returns as 'rough pasture' called Oxmoor.
There is little evidence for prehistoric settlement. Occasional
worked flints are to be found

9

whilst the damp eastern area has

yielded four polished stone a x e s

1 0

now in the Birmingham

Museum. The nearest known barrow (Offlow), now ploughed out, lies
3km to the east. A Bronze Age hoard has been found 5km to the
south

11

and a Bronze Age gold-working anvil with a socketed axe was

9

10

found 2km to the e a s t .

12

There remains the Iron Age evidence. On

the western ridge south-west of Letocetum

is a small hill-fort of

1.5 hectares (Fig.2), known today as Castle Old F o r t .

13

In the

1930s, without any excavation, a large timber-framed house was
erected in the centre of the fort using old timbers brought from
Monmouthshire.

14

Recently when a swimming pool was to be added to

this house a small excavation and watching brief was mounted by
1

Birmingham University Field Archaeology Unit. ^ The area of the
pool was eroded and yielded no archaeological information but the
construction of a nearby implement store gave sections that suggest
traces of original earthwork may survive but no details of
habitation

were recovered. The seventeenth-century historian,

Robert Plot, reported

'spear-heads and other warlike instruments

plow'd up within it (Castle Old Fort) all of i r o n ' .

16

As there has

not been any proper excavation within the fort we do not know if it
may have been occupied at the time of the Roman invasion or even if
it ever had a permanent settlement as opposed to a periodic one for
cult or other purposes. If occupied it could have dominated the
geological saucer. No Iron Age pottery or burials have been found
within several miles of the fort or of Letocetum.
Immediately east of Letocetum cropmarks have revealed the
outline of a large native-type farm (Fig.3) built over an area of
sticky marl. 1-7

A ditched road and a pit-alignment are nearby but

there is no suggestion of cultivated fields. A small enclosure and
a dark spot on one air photograph may indicate a well. The
suggestion is of ranching rather than agriculture. The farm has
been dated very tentatively to the first century but there has not
been any excavation of the farm building. One pit of the pit
alignment

had an abraded Roman sherd in its filling.

11
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There Is nothing else to suggest possible pre-Roman habitation
anywhere near Letocetum and even the farm may be post-conquest. The
1

name Letocetum* Is non-habitative. It is the latinised form of the
British 'Lertpcaiton

1

and means 'grey w o o d '

19

perhaps from the

birch indicated in the pollen analysis already ^referred to. 12ven
the name may not be pre-Roman for as Rivet and Smitn have pointed
out, Romans talcing over uninhabited places often gave them a Celtic
name.

20

The Welsh name for Letocetum, Lwytqoed has the same meaning

out is often confused with Lichfield. The latter name means land
pertaining to Lwytqoed and was only coined in the mid-seventh
century. It too is non-habita^rve.

12

21
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THE MILITARY PERIOD (c.50 - 130 A.D.)

The First Soldiers
The Roman Army needed good communications. To begin with this could
be provided by units using their own mounted soldiers. Caesar had
used relays of mounted m e n

2 2
D U

t

relays would scarcely be needed in

Britain in the earliest years of the conquest.Then any

distances

covered would have been comparatively short. In an emergency

a

small posse of mounted men could cover ninety miles in one day on
fit h o r s e s .

23

Longer journeys or less urgent ones would only need

grain and water for the horses and accommodation and food for the
riders for one night before the riders carried on using the same
horses. The riders could have carried food and fodder with them but
if not any of the new forts being established en route could easily
have

provided for them. When about 50A.D. a vexillation of the

army built a fortress at Letocetum

24

it is doubtful if special

accommodation for messengers would have been needed. No trace of
such accommodation has yet been found there. A vexillation would
have included plenty of mounted men and there would have been many
animals and vehicles in the accompanying baggage train, perhaps
requisitioned or commandeered
r

from Britons. Letocetum may have been

a good site for a fortress from a defensive point of view but it
was a bad site from a logistical viewpoint. We do not know how many
men were involved. Goldsworthy has calculated that 5,000 men, the
equivalent to a legion, needed a hundred bushels of wheat d a i l y .
This would have been the approximate yield of ten acres of
farmland. Even if only a small fraction of this number of men had
been involved, sufficient rations could not have been secured in

13

25

this area by requisitioning or foraging^. There
2 6

along the R.Tame { F i g . l ) . but it is unlikely

4ras

some agriculture

that the

area

could have provided a sufficient supply. Continuing transport would
have been needed even If it were only composed ^>f pack animals
pastured outside the fortress*
It is no surprise that the fortress was soon replaced by a much
smaller fort in the Neronian p e r i o d .

27

The bulk of the army had

moved westwards but Letocetum, situated on the routes into central
and north Wales developed into a formal posting station. The
necessary facilities were located in what was in effect an annexe
below the succession of forts that were built on the hill-top. One
would expect it to have been

encircled by a ditch but such has not

been found. One ditch that just may have been part of such a system
was found by Round north of the m a n s i o

28

Unfortunately iihis was

where underground springs oreated a morass below the s u r f a c e

29

and

the ditch could not be fully examined.The military would tiave
super vised the posting station.

The Mansiones (c.54 - 130A.D.)
The stone foundations of the last mansio and its associated
bath-house v e « uncovered by Mott in 1912-13

using paid workmen

1

equipped with Spicks and shovels . He was called for solitary
service in 1913 and left his work to be completed by Lynam. Lynara
wrote a brief report on the w o r k .

3 0

The rooms of both the mansio

and bath-house were all emptied and the stone foundations
exposed. Fortunately this work left in some lower stratified
levels, traces of the earlier wooden mansiones. These traces have
been excavated by R o u n d .

31

14

Round found the hillside had been terraced and that the first
mansio , the construction of which he dated to c.54-60, fully
occupied one terrace. It was of sleeper-beam construction. The
walls were of wattle and daub, some were plastered and some were
painted with simple linear decoration. No

evidence was found for

roofing and Round has assumed that this was of thatch, consumed
when the building was destroyed by fire. The rooms were arranged
1

around a square courtyard c.19 x 19m. Because of Mott s work and
the construction of later buildings, the plan is very fragmentary
(Fig.4) and no suggestion can be made of the use of all the
rooms. Round interpreted some as storerooms with with the floors
supported on wooden joists as if to take heavy weights. Black has
made an alternative suggestion seeing the joists as possibly
indicating partitions that might have been erected dividing the
rooms into small oblong units for the accommodation of second-class
travellers.

32

The date when this first mansio was destroyed is somewhat
uncertain. It was probably near the beginning of the second century
for the destruction layers contained Flavian-Trajanic samian
ware,

33

part of a mortarium of 70-100

3 4

and part of a glass bowl

that has been dated by D.B.Harden to the second c e n t u r y

35

This is

against Round who has suggested that the destruction took place in
36

the early Flavian p e r i o d . .
Evidence of the replacement, the

second mansio,

is also very

fragmentary (Fig.5). It too was a court-yard building but this time
constructed with posts set vertically in foundation trenches. Not
all angles of the complex were at 90°

Again the walls were of

plaster and daub and some rooms were painted in vivid colours-

15

16

17

'red, blue, speckled red on cream, red and yellow with linear
decoration, green, gold with a red stripe, and cream with green
foliage'

3 7

Again the evidence is too fragmentary to suggest the

use made of individual rooms. In the court-yard was a large well
2.29 x 2.44m

cut 6.1m into the underlying sandstone. At the

north-east corner of the complex there had been some change of plan
and a concrete floor laid down. Round associated this with carved
stones

later used in the foundations of the succeeding third

mansio

but a convincing explanation of the alterations has not yet

emerged. It may be relevant that an adjacent robber trench
contained some plaster painted red and gold with the outline of a
human head in r e d .

38

In the colonnade of the succeeding third mansio

Round found a

layer of burnt destruction containing a number of iron o b j e c t s .

39

These included tools and other objects suited to the work of a
carpenter/wheelwright

(axe, adze/hammer, saw, iron nave bands for

wheeled vehicles) as well as other articles used by veterinarians
40

(hippo-sandals

and a probable farrier's b u t t e r i s )

These were

accompanied by

samian sherds ranging in date from the Flavian to

the Hadrianic/Antonine periods. One piece (Round's no. 36) was
dated by B.R.Hartley to c^_160-190. Pieces of a colour-coated
fineware bowl (Round's no.23) have also been given a probable late
second - early third-century date. From the published section

4 1

appears that the burnt deposit was not firmly sealed, presumably
Mott had removed upper levels before back-filling. The burnt
destruction appears to have been c.0.5m below the level of the
floor of the third mansio,

if the drain inserted in one r o o m

indicates the original floor level. Consequently it is here

18
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it

suggested against Round that the tools from the colonnade belong to
the second earlier mansio and that building included at least one
workshop, and that animals were brought into the court-yard, where
there was the large well.
Round believed that the second mansio was deliberately
dismantled c_j_140-150 and was not destroyed by fire as was the first
mansio . The well was filled in at this time and contained a samian
sherd dated 125-145 and other second-century pottery not closely
datable. The foundations of the succeeding building

held a coin of

Hadrian 118 that had been in circulation about 20 y e a r s

4 3

samian ware associated with the 'general occupation' and

The
'general

destruction' of this second building is all Flavian or
Flavian-Trajanic

44

and it is here suggested that it was c.130 or

slightly later when the building was demolished, that is a little
earlier than Round has suggested. The date is important. At
approximately the same time

the last hill-top fort was

abandoned. One of the last military features at Letocetum

was the

punic ditch associated with the last small fort. This ditch was
refilled before any secondary silt formed and the filling contained
a coin of Trajan 98-117 and pottery suggesting a Hadrianic or early
Antonine d a t e .

4 5

Coins from Letocetum (Fig.6) also suggest an end

to the military phase at about this time. The dating is not precise
and it is hoped that this is not a case of special pleading.

The First Bath-house (c.100 - 130 A.D.)
Associated with the mansio was the bath-house. The earliest
bath-house was found by Webster in 1956 when a very short
excavation was conducted to allow a more reliable guide-book to be

19

Fig. 6

Coin Histogram using periods suggested by Reece

Early hoard of 300 denarii, Republic to Claudius omitted.

20

4

written than was possible from the known details of Mott's work ^
In a construction trench of this first building was a worn coin of
Vespasian 71 A.D. All trace of the wreath and hair had been worn
away so the suggestion is that this building was erected about 100
or later. Webster believed that it had not

been completed since

there was an absence of flooring in the southwest corner and
because the building debris was very clean. Black has identified
the plan as being of Reihentyp and from a study of Webster's plan
believes that it was completed.

47

(Fig.7)Whatever may be the truth

the first bath-house was started in the military period. Webster
has pointed out that the surviving masonry is of high quality
'with finely dressed stones, well coursed and pointed and the walls
themselves four feet thick'. Unfortunately there is no firm
evidence of when this building ended or when the following very
different building on a different alignment commenced. Very
tentatively an early second-century date is suggested in Webster's
brief pottery r e p o r t .

48

It would appear that the last fort , the second mansio

and the

first bath-house all ended at about the same time though none of
the dates are precise. The military period ended. A civilian
posting station followed c.130 A.D. or slightly later.

The Civilians
At first the military would have provided all the facilities
needed by official travellers. Once the first mansio
established and the first bath-house completed

was firmly

(if it ever was)

servants were needed to run the establishment, collect and cut wood
for the bath-house fire, and look after animals and vehicles

21

Fig. 7

The First Bath-house

22

involved even if the military had oversight of the station.Although
a number of small excavations have taken place near the Watling
Street no evidence for civilian settlement before the Flavian
period has been found. Using the evidence of the Pizos inscription
(Thrace 202A.D.) Black has suggested that roadside land may have
been offered to tempt people to settle and provide what services
4

were needed. ^ The Pizos

inscription may not provide a good

parallel for Letocetum. At Pizos at least 178 settlers and their
families including some suitable as magistrates were brought in
from various villages and promised various immunities such as
freedom from repairing roads, and from providing animals for the
posting system as well as freedom from some taxes.These are not the
sort of freedoms one would expect at a posting station such as was
established at Letocetum. The inscription has also been discussed
by Rostovtzeff. He considered what was being set up in Thrace was
like the castella of A f r i c a .

50

Whilst roadside land may have been

offered as an inducement to settle at Letocetum, no evidence of
regular plots has yet come t o light. The attraction may have been
the prospect of roadside trade with travellers and soldiers whilst
enjoying the protection of t h e nearby fort from thieves and too
arrogant soldiers. Whatever was the case civilians did settle from
the Flavian period onwards and some perhaps in return for food,
clothing and protection provided all the services that were needed
to establish a successful posting station.

The Roads
The posting service and the army generally used wheeled vehicles
(discussed later). To use these efficiently

23

roads had to be

built. When the army first moved in strength to Letocetum they
probably advanced along existing trackways and used an order of
51

march similar to that used by Titus in Palestine. .The march was
headed by an advance guard followed by 'roadmakers and camp
constructors' followed by an extensive baggage train of animals and
vehicles, many probably commandeered. All other troops
followed. The roadmakers presumably just cleared the route of
obstacles making it possible for baggage carts and wagons to
pass. This would have established the

approximate line of the

subsequent Watling Street but needed improvement as soon as men and
time were available to allow a proper route to be surveyed.
At Letocetum

the Watling Street was metalled c.70 A.D. This

date comes from two coins found in the centre of Letocetum below
the first metalling. One, a dupondius of Nero (64-66) was
considered by Dr J.Kent to have had no more than five years
wear. The other coin, an as of Nero (66-68) was in mint condition
when l o s t .

52

Since the road has been moved a few yards during the

post-Roman period it has been possible to section part of the Roman
road in two places 13m apart (Fig.8) First the sand subsoil was
exposed and a thin layer of pebbles laid directly on it. This was
followed by successive layers of sand and gravel. One section
showed a layer of puddled clay and cobbles, not repeated in the
other section. The surfaces of the layers were clean

but difficult

to cut through. This could be done only very slowly with a very
heavy crowbar. The position of a side-road (Fig. 8) indicates the
surface about 300 A.D. for on the side-road were some unabraded
large sherds of fourth-century pottery and a coin of
Carausius. There was no kerb. To the west the Watling Street made a

24

very steep descent to the Crane Brook. This will be considered in
more detail later.
East of Letocetum a length of the Watling Street has been
abandoned (fig.9)

Surprisingly the road there was constructed over

the edge of a peat bog without any special support. A thin layer of
sand was laid directly on the peat then sand and gravel piled on
c,0.5m thick though now reduced by ploughing.

It is not known when

this section of road was abandoned but it must have been after,
possibly long after, the third century since there is evidence for
third-century settlement alongside it. Fig.9 shows the strange
route the A5 (Watling Street) then took until the building of the
Wall by-pass. It is believed that climatic change allowed some
drying out of peat bogs during the Roman period but in the late
Roman period weather deteriorated and bogs reformed.

53

There is no evidence to show when the Ryknield Street was
constructed or when it was abandoned. It was 7.3m wide near where
it crossed Watling S t r e e t .

54

The layout suggests that the Watling

Street was constructed first. The Ryknield Street approached from
the south in a straight line, avoiding the peat bog and changed
direction at the crossroads. Had the road been aimed at the forts
at Letocetum it would have encountered very steep hills both on
reaching and on leaving the forts and possibly would have had
difficulty avoiding peat earlier.
Once built the Watling Street eased communications between
Letocetum and London in one direction and Wroxeter and Chester in
the other. The Ryknield Street connected Letocetum with the
southwest including Cirencester. To the northeast were the heavily
fortified areas of Yorkshire and beyond. On the way in the latter

26

ig. 9

The Disused Roman Roads

27

direction the Ryknield Street passed through modern Burton-onTrent. This is the highest point where the Trent is navigable for
barges. This gives a possible water connection with the mouth of
the Humber and with York. The very many medieval court rolls and
other medieval documents (nearly 300)

that have survived for

Tamworth (on the Tame) give no indication that that river carried
any traffic in the Middle A g e s

5 5

In the eighteenth century it was

found impracticable to make the R.Tame suitable for barges with a
draft of but 2 \ feet (0.73m) and so a separate canal had to be
constructed.

56

Consequently it is unlikely that the R.Tame or the

R.Anker (see Fig.l) could have been used for transport in the Roman
period. Modern Burton-on-Trent is some 21km from the Ryknield
Street and Watling Street cross-roads. Mrs K.Hartley has suggested
that mortaria from the nearby Mancetter/Hartshill complex travelled
to the north-east by road. However if the rivers Trent, Humber and
Ouse are inserted on her Fig.l m a p

5 7

a strong case for river

transport having been used can be made. Unfortunately very little
is known of Roman Burton-on-Trent.

28

Ill THE WORK OF A POSTING STATION
The System and Officials
It would be unrealistic to consider Letocetum as a posting station
and ignore the people, vehicles and animals involved in such a
system. The system had evolved over several centuries with cities
and roadside dwellers having obligations forced upon them to assist
the transport of officials, their messages and supplies. Pflaum in
his Essai sur Le Cursus Publicus sees such posting systems
operating far back in the time of the Persian Empire. He cites
Xenophon and interestingly the Book of Esther iii,12 ( should be
iii, 13, 15) and vii, 10 to make his point. Such obligations were
taken over by the Roman state and modified over the years. The
obligations may have varied in detail between provinces or even
between places in the same province. During the Principate the
growing bureaucracy brought a degree of standardisation by the use
of rescripts

5 8

As in other matters such as the a r m y

59

local

conditions were taken into account. For example mules were the
pack-animals used in Italy, but at places in the near east, camels
were used. Rostovtzeff has written:
'...it seems very doubtful whether a real state service
with masses of men and animals solely and entirely employed
for the purpose was ever organized. The basis of the
system remained... the compulsory service of the population
which lived near the roads...the transmission of goods and
the provision of means of transport for the armies were
certainly based wholly on requisitions and compulsory w o r k '

60

Using inscriptions various writers have discussed the obligations
imposed

and it is not necessary to repeat here the arguments

29

used

by Mitchell

61

62

Frend , Ramsay

63

and B u r f o r d

64

Their work is based

mainly on inscriptions from Asia Minor. It must be noted though
that no rescript, inscription or historical reference other than
itineraries, refers directly to the posting system in Britain.
In 120 A.D.

Suetonius wrote:

'To enable what was going on in each of the provinces
to be reported and known more speedily and promptly,
he (Augustus) at first stationed young men at short
intervals along the military roads and afterwards
post-chaises (vehicula). The latter has seemed the more
convenient arrangement, since the same men who bring
the dispatches

from any place can, if occasion demands,

be questioned as w e l l .

6 5

The use of vehicles allowed messengers to take a little luggage
on long journeys and saved them riding on horseback. Stirrups were
not used. Soldiers were expected to leap onto their m o u n t s

66

(that

thought must make less atheletic men wince) and though mounting
blocks are unknown, servants could be used to
help.Nevertheless,with vehicles,

older men with more knowledge of

the matter at stake, could be used to carry dispatches. Since the
vehicles carried two men, the other man, a mule-driver, could
return the animals at the end of each stage. This latter is only an
assumption. No real evidence has survived how animals, vehicles or
drivers

returned or were replaced at their original starting

places.
The obligation to supply vehicles and animals was a heavy burden
on roadside settlements, especially in Italy where couriers from
many provinces could be expected. This burden was lightened in

30

Italy by Nerva (96-98) transferring the cost of the service to the
fiscus

to be paid from general taxation. Hadrian

67

(117-138) ,

68

Antoninus Pius ( 1 3 8 = 1 6 1 ) , and probably Severus (193-211)

t

^

e

same for the provinces.
The running cost of the service at Letocetum would have been met
from general taxation

through the civitas capital, Wroxeter, but

obligations remained and the cost of buildings did not come from
general taxation.
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The obligations were to provide vehicles,

animals and hospitality for men and beasts.

The system was known

as the vehiculatio. The term cursus publicus only came into use in
70

the fourth c e n t u r y . The system could be fast when the occasion
demanded. Caesarius travelled over 700 miles from Antioch to
Constantinople in six d a y s .
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Such travel could be dangerous.A

son

of Libanius (who recorded the journey of Caesarius) fell from a
carriage and died later from his injuries.
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Libanius himself

nearly lost an eye when his muleteer's whip cut the lower lid.
The posting system in each province was the subject of reports
direct to the emperor from his agents, the frumentarii, later
replaced by the aqentes in rebus . These were much hated, corrupt
73

government spies who amongst other duties visited posting
stations, and checked the necessary warrants held by those using
the service as well as keeping the emperor informed of any
political developments that they discovered. Their original duties
had been to help the movement of army supplies and units. Other
officials who may have visited Letocetum were the
stationarii. These were soldiers expected to deal with brigands and
such-like but who may also have been used to help enforce such
forced unpaid work as the levees used to repair r o a d s .
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They were

based on the civitas capitals. One tombstone found at Wroxeter is
of a beneficarius

7 5

These were senior soldiers attached to the

governor's staff sometimes in control of the stationarii. The
tombstone suggests that such men may have operated from Wroxeter
along the Watling Street.

After the last fort at Letocetum

was closed down, if not

earlier, the official in charge of the posting station may have
been a contractor (manceps)

or a retired high official, some of

whom were obliged on retirement to take charge of a posting station
for a period of five years.The number of days when they could be
absent from their posts, was limited, probably to thirty.
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When

such officials were in short supply a decurion from the local ordo
could be forced to take over this unpopular j o b .

7 7

No record

survives of anyone who took charge at Letocetum.

The Vehicles
The vehicles normally used by couriers were light two-wheeled
carts pulled by two yoked mules, though on occasion a four-wheeled
vehicle may have been used. Unfortunately, Classical writers were
not always consistent in their use of vehicle names. Piggott has
pointed to the name'carpentum' being used for a carriage carrying
7

womenfor a Gaulish chariot and also for a dung cart. **
or

'currus' •

1

Essedum'

are the names usually used for a posting

vehicle.'Essedum' is also the name Caesar used for the war chariots
that he encountered in Britain. Shafts and the modern horse collar
were unknown in Europe at this time so a draught-pole and yokes
•

were used. The coins that Nerva issued to remind people of his
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action in reducing the burden of the post, are said to depict
raised shafts in the background. Examination shows these to be
draught-poles.
The esseda
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had spoked wheels on which

iron tyres had been shrunk.

They had no springs so that a journey over pebbled roads would have
been far from comfortable.Surface pebbles were not broken to give
sharp edges as were the pebbles Macadam used in the 18th century to
lock together and give a firm, hard surface. Piggott has described
the making of spoked wheels which revolved on a fixed a x l e .
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The

tools found by Round in the colonnade of the third mansio (see
above) are most appropriate. The wheels and axles were the weak
points of the vehicles. An attempt was made to force the makers of
wheels take responsibility for their wear but this failed.
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When

Caesar celebrated his Gallic triumph and was driving up to the
Capitol in his currus the axle broke and he was nearly thrown
out.
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Nevertheless Caesarius on the long journey quoted above

encountered no trouble. Libanius remarked that his wheels 'were as
1

though composed of adamant .
Apart from light, two-wheeled carts there were four-wheeled
wagons. Illustrations of a number of these have survived on the
continent on funerary monuments etcetera.

Photographs of a number

of them have been reproduced in the second edition of Rostovtzeff•s
Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire (1957) especially
on plates 14, 28, 35, 46, 49 and 74. Not all the wheels are
spoked. The bodies of these wagons sit high on an
undercarriage. The bodies are narrow with the wheels and axles
protruding well beyond the sides. Despite the high body the front
wheels cannot turn under the body. Hence the turning circle must
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have been large reducing the manoeuvrability of the vehicle.
Piggott has discussed the undercarriage and turning circle of such
vehicles.
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The vehicles would have had difficulty in using

platforms for loading or unloading, because of the protruding
wheels, the large turning circle or lock and the inability of yoked
animals

to back a vehicle into position which in modern times was

the procedure for positioning a vehicle against a platform.
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There is no evidence for brakes. The very steep hill to the west of
Letocetum

must have caused problems not only in ascending the hill

but also in descending

when a loaded wagon would tend to overrun

the yoked animals unless the wagon could be braked. Fortunately the
loads involved were not large. The maximum weights to be carried
were set out in rescripts as 1,000 or 1,500 pounds according to the
type of w a g o n .
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As one Roman pound is equivalent to twelve modern

ounces, the stoutest vehicle was limited to ten or eleven
hundredweights. The making of larger wagons was prohibited. It
seems likely that wagons would only be used for goods unsuitable
for pack-animals.

The Animals
The usual animals for pack-work or traction were mules with oxen
for heavier loads or where the going was difficult. Horses (veredi)
were for riding, were expensive, and in fourth-century Italy, if
not elsewhere, and at other times, were prohibited for some people,
in an effort to clamp down on thieves and brigands. In any case,
the throat and girth harness then in use tended to choke horses
when they exerted their strength.
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Hence the use of

oxen. Although capable of long, steady, strong pulls, oxen have
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some disadvantages. They are slow with a top speed of between two
and two and a half miles per hour. They cannot be hurried beyond
that. They need six hours good grazing per day on good grass and
water three times a day, otherwise they lose condition and fall
ill. They lose condition in winter when the grazing is poor. They
should not be used for more than four hours consecutively but can
be used for two shifts in one d a y .

8 7

If there were arable at

Letocetum a further disadvantage would have been that oxen used in
ploughing, probably one yoke pulling the plough whilst another yoke
rested, were liable to be commandeered even though the seizing of
oxen from the plough was strongly prohibited.
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Mules were the favourite pack and traction animals in the Roman
world. A good large mule can carry up to three hundredweight at
three to four miles per hour for twenty to twentyfour miles per
day. Mules are not fastidious about their fodder, are said
capable of great endurance

to be

and to tolerate thirst well. Although

considered by modern army veterinarians to be usually cheerful and
intelligent, they need proper handling and resent violence. They
are free kickers, often shy with strangers and touchy about the
head and e a r s .

8 9

No doubt Roman mules were similar and this may be

one reason why the posting service supplied mule-drivers who acted
as grooms when not on journeys.
Hyland has claimed that donkeys (needed for breeding mules) and
mules are not well suited to our cool and wet c l i m a t e ,
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and that

ponies may have been used instead. British ponies such as those of
the New Forest, Exmoor or Eriskay would have been suitable. They
are sure-footed and 'able to thrive in winter in rough wet country'
on rough pasture, not needing stabling.
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The few remaining Eriskay

ponies still work as pack-animals. In Britain the archaeological
evidence for horses, ponies, donkeys and mules is very thin. Their
bones are seldom found. Not being eaten, their bones do not feature
in butcher's waste in Roman towns but they seldom feature in the
countryside either. At Letocetum the only humerus found of such an
animal was but 228mm long and that suggests a very small
animal. The skull of a pony was found in the well of the farm to
the east of Letocetum.
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The next posting station to the east,

Manduessedum, provides evidence of a different kind. The
place-name,

Mandu-essedum means pony c a r t
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a most appropriate

name for a posting station. The station beyond, Tripontium, has
yielded a most unusual collection of animal bones from two w e l l s .
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This includes the bones of two donkeys, three immature ponies, one
old pony with a thoracic spine showing signs of abscesses perhaps
from an ill-fitting saddle, and four other ponies. The old pony's
injuries suggest that he may have been a pack animal and the
immature bones suggest breeding. This and the presence of two
donkeys means that the use of mules cannot be ruled out. The
probability is that in this region, ponies, mules and donkeys were
used for pack and traction work Previously little has been said of
donkeys, but for their size they are excellent pack-animals though
slower than the mule. Depending on their size they can carry a load
of from 50 to 150 pounds. They need small rations and do well on
poor f o r a g e .
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The drawback of pack-animals is that they have to

be manually relieved of their burdens when resting.
To summarise, Letocetum

was controlled probably by a retired

civil servant or a town councillor from Wroxeter and catered for
couriers in two-wheeled carts pulled by mules or ponies. Wagons
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carrying weights of up to ten or eleven hundredweights were pulled
by mules, oxen or ponies and there would have been single or trains
of pack-animals, mules, ponies or donkeys. In addition some
travellers would have been on horseback. Animals and men needed
feeding and accommodation. Oxen needed good pasture, the riding
horses stabling and grain, and the other animals pasture or grain.
Mule-drivers were needed who also acted as grooms and

at least one

carpenter/wheelwright to repair carts and wagons when necessary and
a man with veterinerary skills to keep the animals in good
condition. Depending on how busy the station was, some men may have
worked part-time or filled more than one of the above
jobs. Supplementary animals needed to be available. A rescript
stated that gifts should not be given to posting station personnel,
not to muledrivers (mulionibus), nor wagonwrights
nor to vets (mulomedicis)

9 6

•
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(carpentariis)

IV

THE THIRD MANSIO (c.130 - 300 A.D.)

The local community had to provide hospitality for official
travellers suited to their status and according to the pass that
they held. Roman society was highly stratified and very class
conscious. The upper classes did travel and did use the posting
system whenever possible. Governors travelled round their
provinces. High ranking army officials travelled, so did decurions
of the civitates. They and their servants had to be
accommodated. Some high status individuals used pressure to obtain
passes unjustifiably. Some used the service without passes relying
on their ability to bully local officials. The Codex Theodosianus
often refers to such a b u s e .
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Although the Codex refers mainly to

fourth-century rescripts, it is unlikely that such abuse did not
occur earlier. Lower class individuals, travelling with passes
could be given accommodation in roadside inns (tabernae) or
billeted on local people. We do not know of tabernae at Letocetum
nor do we have full details of any roadside house, due to the light
sandy soil, shallow foundations and deep ploughing. Roadside
facilities were needed for ordinary travellers without passes, and
the provision of food, drink and accommodation would have been
financially attractive to roadside dwellers. High status
individuals were the problem. One solution was to build mansiones
to cater for them. Some mansiones are believed to have provided
second-class accommodation also. Mansiones were the responsibility
of the community like any other public buildings though
occasionally the government may have given some help in building
them in the first p l a c e .
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Thanks to Nerva, Hadrian, Antoninus Pius
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and others (see previous chapter) the running costs of the service
were met out of general taxation. The civil mansiones were built by
local people and they all differ from each other though a courtyard
plan was usually preferred.

The Third Mansio (c.130 - 300 A.D.)
This was a very different building from the mansiones that
preceded it (Fig.10). It had stone foundations. The date when it
was erected, c.130, has already been dealt with above when the
first and

second mansiones were considered. The military

had departed c.130 this was the work of a new civil authority probablythe civitas of the Cornovii with its capital at
Wroxeter. Round considered that its predecessor, the second mansio
had been carefully dismantled" to make way for this building. It
can be seen from the plan (Fig.10) that this third building was
built 7m further to the south-west leaving a range of rooms
belonging to the second mansio beyond the north-east wall of the
stone mansio and pushing the new south-west range beyond the edge
of the terrace on which the previous mansiones had been built. It
is here suggested that this may have been so that some
accommodation of the second mansio

could continue in use whilst

the third was built. The exterior north-east wall of the new
building appears to have been the first wall built for all other
walls butt

on to it and are not bonded in. This is shown on the

site plan reproduced in the guide books to the site. It does not
look true of the north corner though this may be due to rebuilding
and consolidation of the walls after the removal of carved stones
from the north-eastern wall. The ground floors of rooms 4 to 9
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having been pushed off the terrace are 1.5m lower than the floors
of other rooms.They must have had an upper storey with floors level
with the interior corridor. The end room (no.4) looks like the
provision of stairs connecting the two levels. There are two other
surprising features. First one internal wall of room 2 was built
over the filled in well of the earlier building. As a consequence a
relieving arch had to be built to stop the wall collapsing when the
filling of the well subsided. This surely was bad planning. Second
the probable dining room (no.12) encroaches on the internal
corridor

reducing the width to a mere 1.2m. This was an original

feature and not the result of later alteration. Either this again
was bad planning, or it was because a building immediately to the
north-west prevented the larger room extending in that direction or
it was to make it easy to separate rooms 12 to 1 from the rest of
the building by a door or a partition at this point.
Today there is some confusion over rooms numbered 8 to 11. Round
reasonably believed that some walls of an earlier building with
clay and cobble foundations had been incorporated. These walls are
not in exactly the same alignment as the walls elsewhere. Ball has
claimed that the clay and cobble foundations were part of the
original d e s i g n .
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The matter is complicated by Mott having dug

down into natural at this point and used it as a small temporary
site m u s e u m .
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Black believes that an exterior corridor may have

run round the exterior of the building connecting room 10 with the
entrance between rooms 12 and 13. Further excavation is needed to
confirm or deny t h i s .

1 0 2

Lynam's report on Mott's work states that the floors of the
third mansio were of painted p l a s t e r ,
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and stated that no opus

siqninum was found. Neither Mott nor Lynam had previous excavation
experience and it seems likely that they may have been misled by
falls of painted plaster from the walls. Round found no flooring in
any room save for a small spread of mortar in room 12. It is likely
that the rooms had wooden floors

and that these had rotted and

were dug through by Mott. Unrecognised dirt floors are unlikely.
Room 12 has been described by both Lynam and Round as having a
channelled hypocaust inserted. Both recognised it as a secondary
addition. The plan is that of a grain dryer such as Frere found at
Verulamium in building x x v i i .

1 0 4

To fire the dryer after insertion

part of the exterior wall had to be hacked away, unlikely for a
hypocaust, and it is difficult to see how smoke and fumes would
have escaped. The dryer was surely inserted after the building
became ruinous. The drain in room 3 was probably another late
insertion when the room was put to some other use.
Two other problems remain: where was a latrine and where was a
water supply?

Five metres south-west of the mansio. Round found a

latrine-but associated it with the building of the bath-house. It
measured 1.22 x 0.61m and a construction trench held pieces of
Hadrianic/Antonine samian w a r e .

1 0 5

At one time a well found in the

grounds of the present adjacent Trooper Inn was considered to be
Roman but when this was emptied no Roman material was in the
bottom. If this was the well for the mansio it had been cleaned out
before being used at a later p e r i o d .
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The third mansio was different from the earlier ones in other
ways. The central area where one might have expected to find a well
was possibly a garden and was inaccessible for vehicles or
animals. The absence of the latter would have meant much less noise
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and more freedom from the smells and flies that would have
accompanied the animals in the earlier courtyards. It appears that
this last mansio provided the needed first-class accommodation and
possibly was also the residence of the manceps or the retired civil
servant whilst he spent his obligatory five years in charge of a
posting station (see previous chapter). It was a civilian building
erected when the local military presence ended
There is no certain evidence of when this building was
deserted. Round considered that it was destroyed by fire in the
late second-century.
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That may be rather early. Round did find

unstratified third-century coins and some third-century
pottery. Hence, remembering Mott's work earlier in clearing all
rooms, occupation well into the third century is likely. It does
seem to have been deserted by the fourth century. Round found no
fourth-century coins

and no certainly fourth-century pottery. In

the site museum are six fourth-century coins, which in the past
have been thought to have come from Mott's excavations. Dibben who
reported the c o i n s

1 0 8

stated his list was of those coins in the

museum in 1915. As the museum had received gifts from villagers as
well as housing the finds from Mott's work, the provenance of the
coins is in doubt.
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THE SECOND BATH-HOUSE (130-300 A.D,)
Mansiones were invariably accompanied by a bath-house. Presumably
this was considered necessary for the provision of suitable
hospitality. These buildings would have been welcomed by local
populations as desirable amenities. They were public buildings used
by the general public as well as by travellers. Some help with
their erection may have come from government s o u r c e s .
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Bath-houses had a mixed reputation. They were often the resort
of p r o s t i t u t e s
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and were said to encourage lust.Hadrian and some

other emperors decreed that bathing should not be m i x e d .
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He

himself often used the public baths, mixing with members of the
11

general p u b l i c . ^ in some places women bathed in the morning and
men thereafter. This left women free to supervise the provision of
the evening meals that followed after men had bathed - at least in
the upper circles. This was probably to the disgust of any
incipient feminists. Classical literature suggests that the rules
against mixed bathing were often i g n o r e d .
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The attitude of

Christians to bathing, and there were Christians at Letocetum in
11

the fourth c e n t u r y ^ and possibly earlier, varied. Jones has
pointed out that although the church officially disapproved, the
majority ignored this. The clergy themselves bathed, and one
bishop, Sisinnius, bathed twice a day. Even Augustine allowed nuns
to bathe once a m o n t h .

1 1 5

There is no evidence of what practice was

observed at Letocetum. Bath-houses would have been centres of
gossip and in the absence of newspapers and radio broadcasts, the
news and rumours carried by travellers would have been eagerly
welcomed.
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The Second Bath-house (c.130 -300

A.D.)

This was a very different building from the earlier one. Webster
described the stonework as 'rough but m a s s i v e ' .
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It was built as

a single range of rooms running north-west to south-east directly
over the first bath-house and at rightangles to it (Fig.11). It was
small measuring

17.4 x 7.9m and was provided with a stoke-yard at

each end. Webster believed the north-west furnace heated the hot
wet rooms (caldarium and tepidarium) whilst the other furnace
heated a hot dry room (laconicum). The room in between
(friqidarium) was the cold unheated entrance and changing
room. Black has suggested a somewhat different arrangement

(Fig.12)

with a hot bath (alveus), a cold bath (baptisterium), a large
friqidarium and the laconicum in a different p l a c e .

1 1 7

Much of the

stonework that Webster saw is now covered up and what is visible
has been, subjected to conservation and consolidation measures. This
makes it difficult to judge between the two suggestions.
The exterior walls of the bath-house had buttresses and this led
Webster to believe that the roof was barrel-vaulted. However no
voussoir, whole or in part, has been found. Before the large spoil
heaps from Mott's work were removed in tidying up the site, there
was an abundance of diamond-shaped slatep with a nail hole in one
corner. There were also some roofing tiles (tequlae and
imbrices). Mott used some spoil from the bath-house to back-fill
the mansio site so that it is not now possible to say to which
building the slates and tiles had belonged. Despite the fire-risk
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Fig. 12 The Bath-house c. 130 A.D.
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(following Black)

it is likely that the bath-house had a slate or a tile roof. When
later alterations were made, this would not have involved
re-roofing the original building.
Webster found no real evidence for the date when the second
bath-house was built but did make a tentative suggestion that it
was early in the second c e n t u r y .
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Finds in the past of

unprovenanced flue-tiles with distinctive patterns confirm t h i s .

1 1 9

One pattern is firmly linked with the Hadrianic period and appears
on sites in southern Britain. A Hadrianic date is too late for a
tile to have belonged to the first bath-house and so must belong to
the second. This means that the second bath-house was erected about
the same time that the third mansio was built and the last fort
abandoned. The patterned tiles also suggest that either the
flue-tiles for the bath-house were supplied by a contractor from
the south or that workmen from the south were used to build the
bath-house and that they stamped the green flue-tiles with their
personal die before firing the tiles locally. In view of the
difficulty that there would have been in transporting the tiles the
latter suggestion seems the more likely.
It is not clear where water for the bath-house came from. There
is no evidence that it was pumped from the Crane Brook and attempts
to identify an aqueduct have failed. In 1874 Bagnall discovered two
lengths of lead piping on the bath-house s i t e .

1 2 0

These were

6ft 8in (2m) and 2ft 8in (0.8m) in length. They were placed in the
Lichfield Museum which is now closed and the pipes are
missing. Fortunately they were seen in the museum in 1961 and a
very poor photograph was taken by the present author (Fig.14). The
original photograph is now in the Birmingham Museum. The pipes
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Fig. 13 The Bath-House in the third caentury (following Black)
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suggest that water was piped but it is not known wherefrom. Water
could have been gravity fed from a well on the high land to the
north-east but no evidence has been found for a pipe crossing the
mansio site. The large well of the second mansio had been filled in
when the second bath-house was built.
Both Webster and Black have traced a

umber of additions and

alterations made to the original building. One alteration was made
in the third century for a denarius of Julia Domna (192-217) was
found in the core of one w a l l .

1 2 1

Fig.13 shows Black's concept of

the third-century plan which is not dissimilar to that put forward
by Webster. One problem which no one has addressed is the large
courtyard or hall that Black has labelled

'apodyterium'

(Fig.13). Webster just called it a courtyard. It was c.25 x
12m. Round worked in this area in 1971 and as a result claimed that
there were central pillars showing that this large area was
roofed.
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Such a hall is quite exceptional in a bath-house at a

posting station. The provision of an external colonnade points to
its importance. It must have filled an important function apart
from the bath-house. Letocetum has no known forum, basilica or
marlcet place. The hall could have been a small alternative for one
of these. It recalls the relationship of the impressive basilica to
the huge bath-house at the civitas capital, Wroxeter. It is
unfortunate that Mott's last work in 1913, just before his recall
to the army, was to dig up the whole of this a r e a ,

1 2 3

thus possibly

destroying all evidence of any wooden structures within
it. Although only a small town, Letocetum was larger than any other
settlement within a number of kilometres in any direction. Its
position on the Watling Street, its distance from Wroxeter, the
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presence of a mansio with first class accommodation and the
presence of an official in charge of the posting station all make
it likely that Letocetum was the centre of administration of a
large paqus. If this surmise is correct an alternative to a
basilica would have been needed.
Both Webster and Black consider that the baths complex continued
in use into the fourth century. The only evidence for this is that
Webster found a building, which he did not excavate, to the north
of the bath-house associated with fourth-century pottery. Of the
three published sherds associated with this building, one was part
of a handled tankard which could have belonged to the second or
third centuries; a second was from a pillar-rusticated jar and was
probably of the late first or early second century. The third
sherd, for which a fourth-century date was claimed, was a buff bowl
with a bead and flanged rim, the flange being painted with white
stripes.
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jf that sherd is compared with Oxford region pottery.

Young type 39.3

1 2 5

it will be seen to probably be much earlier. No

piece of /ourth-century pottery nor a fourth-century coin was found,
by Webster or Round on these

sites. The use of both mansio and

bath-house seems to have ended in the third century .A similar
situation may have existed at other nearby Watling Street s i t e s .
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VI

OTHER SITES (c.130 - 300 A.D.)

The Romanised Farm (Fig. 15)
What is sometimes referred to as a Romanised farm, in contrast to
the native-type farm referred to in chapter one, lies 1.75km
southeast of the mansio site. It is an unusual site for a farm. It
is on a swell of land with peat and ill-drained land on three
sides. Only from the east is there a dry approach, but see comments
earlier of the effects of climatic change on peat bogs during the
Roman period. In 1929 the
farmer, Mr Foden, saw a crop-mark of two concentric ditches forming
three sides of a square in a crop of swedes. The fourth side, under
sugar beet, did not show. The Birmingham Archaeological Society
were informed, air photographs were taken, and between 1930 and
1936 intermittent excavation between crops was made on 45 days. No
fewer than 67 excavation trenches were cut and a length of inner
ditch c l e a r e d .
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These trenches do not show on subsequent air

photographs but many other ditches, including the encircling
ditches on the fourth side d o . I

2 8

There are suggestions of a

ditched road with a flaring end, drainage ditches and ditches
enclosing small oblong fields (Fig. 1 5 ) . These have led to the site
being identified as a farm.
The sixty-seven excavation trenches failed to find any building
but a well with stone steyning was located by a ploughman. More
recent air photographs show part of a possible outline of a
building at the north end of the enclosure (Fig.15). The inner
ditch was between 4.4m and 2.4m in width and between 1.8m andl.4m
in depth. The outer ditch also was not uniform but was more narrow
and less deep than the inner ditch. The enclosed area measured
c.87x80m. The inner ditch on the northern side contained pottery
and building refuse. The latter was said to have included dressed
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sandstone blocks, window glass, large red tesserae, roofing tiles
and flue-tiles. Quantities were not recorded. Any building with a
hypocaust using tesserae and flue-tiles could hardly have been
missed but the building suggested by more recent air photographs
may have been wooden. The unknown number of dressed stone blocks
are not described as having adhering mortar and this applies to the
tesserae too.These

are said to have been large, red and few in

number. No tesselated floor has been found anywhere at
Letocetum. The window glass suggests an important building.
The pottery does not suggest poverty. J.K.St Joseph was assisted
by Felix Oswald in reporting on the pottery. Oswald commented on
sherds from 28 different vessels of decorated samian ware and on 24
vessels of plain samian. These were overwhelmingly of the second
century and classed as being of the Trajanic/Hadrianic to the
Antonine period5.The mortaria included a number of vessels
belonging to that shadowy period when pottery dating is difficult,
late third or early fourth century. The coarse pottery runs from
the second century to the beginning of the fourth for it includes
two straight-sided flanged bowls in grey fabric. These first
appeared in the third century but were only plentiful in the
fourth
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. No medieval or later pottery was found. Only four coins

came from the excavation, an as of Agrippa (c.37), a denarius of
Septimius Severus (c.193-195) and two coins that were
illegible. The suggestion is that occupation of the site began in
the Hadrianic period and ended no later than the early fourth
century. It began then about the time that the military left and
when the third mansio and second bath-house were being
built. Though the dates are not precise the question is raised, how
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did this farm relate to the setting up of the civilian posting
station?
The well that was found on this site contained the skull of a
pony and two skulls of oxen. Such animals would have been needed on
a farm as well as by a posting station and so do not allow
conclusions to be drawn. The rescripts and novels in the Codex
Theodosianus make frequent references

to supplementary animals.A

posting station needed a pool of animals which could be drawn on
often by commandeering from local farmers, when emergencies
arose. It is far from clear where supplementary animals could have
been obtained at Letocetum unless from this farm.There the animals
could have been usefully employed in farmwork until needed by the
posting service. This is only a surmise. No farrier's equipment
such as Round found on the mansio site has come from here. If the
surmise is correct, was the farm established and run by the state
to support the posting station or was it a private venture?

The Cemetery
The cemetery lay alongside the Watling Street to the west of
Letocetum, beyond the Crane Brook and its associated marshy
land. It is said to have been on both sides of the Watling
Street
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but the only recorded burials were to the n o r t h
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I n the

1920s and 1930s graves were sporadically and poorly excavated. They
were even worse reported, Adrian Oswald who held a watching brief
in 1965 when the Wall by-pass was being constructed noted four
burials on the edge of the cemetery a r e a .
brief ended, plans for the by-pass changed
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After his watching
and it was turned into

a very wide dual carriage-way. This swept away the cemetery without
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further investigation in an act of bureaucratic vandalism. What
little we do know of the cemetery is of no help in understanding
the posting station.

Trade and Industry
No market-place has yet been identified at Letocetum unless the
hall on the bath-house site served as such. The scarcity of coins
after the departure of the army (Fig.6)

suggests very little

trade. Some goods from afar did reach here.This is evident from the
pottery that has been found - samian ware and products from the
kiln sites in the Nene Valley and Oxfordshire region as well as
from the nearer Mancetter and Derbyshire kilns.
On return journeys with empty vehicles the mule-drivers of the
posting service may well have brought, officially or otherwise,
small loads of wanted goods. Traders, breaking their journeys at
Letocetum may have taken the opportunity

to dispose of a little of

their wares in return for the services offered. This is all very
small scale and surely insufficient for the smallest of
towns. Inhabitants may have had sufficient land to grow food for
their families and perhaps a little more for the mansio residents
but wine, olive oil, dried fruit and so on would have had to be
brought in. We do not know the size of the population and so do not
know what transport was needed for such items. Fodder for posting
station animals was supposedly provided out of general taxation
and distributed from civitas c a p i t a l s
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but there seems to have

been plenty of space for grazing and there would have been the
products of the farm. There was some industry on a very small,
possibly part-time basis, too tiny to have generated a need for
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much transport. Some sites have yielded evidence for lead
bronze
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1

3

4

and

working. Strangely there was also a small manufacture of

glass v e s s e l s .
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The biggest, though still small, occupation was

connected with iron-working, smelting and s m i t h i n g
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This of

course was needed by the posting service who would have had a need
for iron tyres, nave bands, linch pins

and various iron fittings

for its vehicles. Other travellers would have had the same needs but
altogether the need for such items would have been small and
occasional

though sometimes urgent when required.
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VII

THE FOURTH CENTURY

Changes

Letocetum lost its public buildings, the mansio and the baths
commplex, about the end of the third century (see above). About the
same time very solid defences were built which did not include the
mansio or the bath-house sites (Fig.16). This must have meant a
reorganisation of the posting service or cursus publicus as it was
called in the fourth century. That term included two divisions, the
cursus velox

or courier service and the cursus clabularis or heavy

goods service.
Why the mansio and bath-house were abandoned cannot be
positively determined by excavation but the reason was probably
economic. The fourth century was a time of economic difficulty. The
mansio with its servants and the bath-house needing big supplies of
|

wood

as well as servants to maintain the service must have been

costly. Black in his survey of mansiones found

'mansio

accommodation destroyed or demolished' about this time at several
other s i t e s .
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Also it would have been difficult to include these

sites within the circuit of the defences. This does not mean the
end of the posting service at Letocetum rather a reorganisation on
a much less expensive basis About this time too Britannia was
reorganised into four, later five, provinces. It is uncertain which
province included Letocetum. Each governor had some responsibility
for the cursus in his province so the cursus must have been
affected by the reorganisation.
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Fig. 16

The late defences

The Late Defences (c. 300 A.D.)

These were built astride the Watling Street in the midst of
third-century settlement on the crest of the hill that rises
eastwards from the Crane Brook. They consisted of a stone wall
c.2.7m thick, fronted by three ditches and with a contemporary turf
rampart to the rear. The southern ditches were revealed on an air
photograph taken by Dr J.K.St Joseph and in 1956 Webster sectioned
the ditches on each side of the south-east corner.139

Gould

identified and sectioned the northern and western sides and
uncovered the foundations of the wall at the south-west c o r n e r .
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The area within the walls measures 174 x 122m, 2.1 hectares.
To the north the wall foundations of Keuper sandstone rested on
very loose, wet sand for there is a high water-table there
(Fig. 17). The foundations there are 0.9m deep and 2.8m wide. That
these were only foundations can be seen from the position of the
lip of the inner ditch though some have referred to these
foundations as a dry-stone wall. The ditches were cut into the soft
sand and were given a clay lining. They may have been wet. They
differed in shape and width from those found to the south by
Webster, possibly due to the difficult subsoil or perhaps dug by a
different gang (Fig.19).
Surprisingly a section on the western side found the wall still
standing 1.5m high above shallow foundations but below the
plough-soil (Fig.18). The facing stones were offset, roughly
dressed and mortared. The wall here was 2.4m wide. At another point
on the western side the wall had been built over a well 11.9m
deep. The top 3.9m had been filled tightly with large cobbles and
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Fig. 17

Section through the late defences on the north side.
The wet soft sand and the high water-table prevented
the complete emptying of the centre and outer ditches
The baulks were to stop water running along the
excavation trench.

Fig. 18
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Fig. 19

Profile of the southern ditches as found by Webster.
These should be compared with the ditches in Fig.l

then sealed with mortared sandstone before the wall was built over
it. Cobbles were also used in the core of the wall at this point.
The foundations at the south-west corner were of sandstone with
some mortar. There was no projecting corner tower. In Webster's
sections the wall had been robbed out
No coins were found in the well. The coarse pottery was mainly
of the third century. There were no fourth-century sherds such as
straight-sided, flanged bowls, jars with a frill below the
rim, coarse, colour-coated Nene Valley ware or late Derbyshire ware
as are to be found within the d e f e n c e s .
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The conclusion is that

the defences were built within fifty years centred on 300. A few
tiny scraps of pottery from the otherwise clean turf of the rampart
and from construction deposits of the wall agree with this.
The construction of 592m of wall, c.2.7m thick, together with
the cutting of the ditches and the piling up of the rampart must
have involved a lot of labour and carting. This latter is
especially so when the capacity of wagons and the limitations of
draught animals previously discussed, are considered. The local
Bunter sandstone is soft and hot suitable for building. There are
no signs of quarrying anywhere at Letocetum. The nearest known
quarries of good Keuper sandstone were at the Quarry Hills district
of Lichfield (now built over) some 2.2km distant northwards

along

the Ryknield Street. Alternatively there are quarries of good stone
at Hopwas 6km to the east. A little used lane runs directly from
Letocetum to Hopwas north of and parallel to the Watling
Street. The large cobbles used in the core of the wall and in the
well filling could have come from local pebble beds or from the bed
of the Crane Brook.
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Lime too was needed for the mortar. The nearest limestone is at
Rushall, some 10km to the south. Thorpe has shown that the
limestone used when the second bath-house was built, came from
there.
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In 1795 lime-burners at Linley Farm, Rushall found

unidentified Roman coins and a doubtful f i b u l a .
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In 1957 at

approximately the same spot, a Mr Williams, then of York Road,
Rushall, found an Alexandrian, billon tetradrachma

of Maximian

(287-288). The identification was by the British Museum. The coin
and correspondence were seen in 1957 by the present writer. The
date of the coin fits neatly with the date suggested for the
building of the wall
It is not clear who built the defences or why they were
built. Local resources seem too slight even if the animals of the
cursus publicus

were used and the work spread over a number of

months. The work.does not look military. The facing stones were
only roughly dressed, the ditches to the north differed from those
to the south (Figs.17 and 19), the core of the wall contained
cobbles at some places but sandstone at others and there were no
protruding corner towers such as the military were using about this
time. The work resembles that of gangs, perhaps working at
different times. Possibly this was the work of forced levees from a
wider area than just Letocetum. One rescript in the Codex
Theodosianus concerning the wall at Illyricum reads:
'...all persons regardless of any privilege shall be
compelled to provide for the construction of the walls
as well as for the purchase and transport of supplies
in kind ... We decree that no person shall be exempt
...but all men shall be forced to do so in proportion
to the amount of their landholdings... and this burden shall
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extend from the highest to the l o w e s t . '
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Perhaps a similar arrangement was applied at Letocetum.
What were the defences to protect?

Building them in the midst

of an existing settlement and ignoring a stronger site on the
hill-top to the north, suggests that they were to protect local
people and possibly to control and protect traffic along the
Watling Street. If the results of the many small excavations that
have been conducted at Letocetum, are closely examined, it will be
seen that except for the two possibly but not certainly,
fourth-century pieces of flanged, straight-sided bowls from the
Romanized farm already referred to, all fourth-century sherds have
come from within the defended area. Against this Ball has claimed a
very late date for a small site at the west end of the present
village.
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The claim does not stand examination. The latest piece

of pottery from that site is from an Oxfordshire mortarium
(240-400) It came from the surface of a gravel road and was not
firmly stratified. The latest coin from that site is one of
Tetricus II. Such radiates ceased to circulate in Britain c . 2 8 6
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The only fourth-century coin for which we have a provenance outside
the defences is one of Constantinopolis (333-335) found by
Greenfield in an area 'of modern disturbance' immediately outside
the d e f e n c e s .
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The cutting of the Wall by-pass revealed no

fourth-century e v i d e n c e .
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As previously stated, the six

fourth-century coins in the Wall museum

are without provenance

whilst the thirty, allegedly fourth-century coins found in a bronze
chi-rho bowl are believed to have come from the c e m e t e r y .
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All

other fourth-century pottery and coins have come from within the
defences.
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The whole population must have resided there at that
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time, so that Letocetum was a small, walled town. This is against
Crickmore,
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Websterl52

a

n

d

Black.
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Land and Water Transport

Black has written:
'By far and away the most important users of the road (Watling
Street) will have been the heavy transport wagons of the
cursus .Webster's burqi can be explained as waggon-parks
for the v e h i c l e s . '
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This will not do. The wagons, their small loads and the animals
involved in land transport have already been discussed. Transport
by road was expensive. Cheaper, smoother transport where possible
by water was to b e preferred. If a modern example from the 1930s
is permissible, one railway-owned horse pulling a modern dray on a
modern road, making deliveries in towns, drew a normal load of
between one ton and twenty-five hundredweights. A similar horse
drew a narrow boat loaded with twenty-five tons of coal along a
canal without any d i f f i c u l t y .
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The friction involved in moving a

boat through water is so much smaller than moving a wagon along a
road, especially a Roman wagon along a Roman road with its hills
and loose pebble surfaces. Further advantages are that on long
journeys goods by boat do not have to be handled as goods on
pack-animals do to enable the animals to rest . Man haulage was
probably used and such men would protect the goods from
pilfering. As late as the eighteenth century man haulage was still
used on the R.Trent. Anderson

has drawn

attention to the

importance of water transport for military supplies in Roman,
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north-east E n g l a n d .
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Attention has already been drawn to the

R.Trent being navigable below Burton. The Severn too was navigable
even above Wroxeter and in the Midlands there was also the
Warwickshire Avon.

An example of this use of rivers comes from the

fourteenth century. It is the carriage of Gascon wine for the
Bishop of Lichfield from Bristol up the Severn to Bridgnorth before
completing

the journey by r o a d .
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Perhaps the best illustration

comes from the fourth-century export of corn from Britain by sea to
various continental ports. It was so expensive to distribute the
corn by land from these ports that the Emperor Julian was forced to
clear barbarians from the mouth of the Rhine and build boats to
convey the corn up the Rhine for distribution.
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The Cursus Clabularis
Providing the transport needed to build the late defences at
Letocetum must have been a huge burden although journeys were
comparatively short. No water transport was possible. Some idea of
the burden can be gained from Diocletian's third-century Edict on
Maximum P r i c e s .
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The following are brief extracts:

Fare, per passenger, per mile ...2 denarii
1200 (Roman)pound (8 cwts) wagon load per mile...20 denarii
One ass load per mile ...8 denarii

These prices can be compared with wages:
Mule-driver, with maintenance, daily... 25 denarii
Wagonwright, with maintenance, daily... 50 denarii
Shepherd, with maintenance, daily
Thus the daily wage of a shepherd

was the same as the cost of

conveying 8cwt by wagon for one mile.
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20 denarii

There is the question of where traffic passing through Letocetum
would have originated and where was its destination? The obvious
traffic was pottery from the Mancetter/Hartshill kilns destined for
Wroxeter and the west. We have no evidence of what quantities were
involved, but Wroxeter also received pottery from the Severn Valley
kilns.K.Hartley has written 'the distribution of mortaria offers
clear evidence of the use basically of road transport, and refers
to her F/g.l map
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' to support this. However if the navigable part

of the R.Trent and the R.Ouse are added to her map a rather
different conclusion may be reached.
Then there is the annona, foodstuff especially corn for the
upkeep of the army and state officials. Goods other than food were
sometimes involved when taxes in kind were collected. Letocetum was
not the centre of an agricultural district , probably animal
husbandry prevailed. Taxes may have been paid

'on the h o o f . Horses

would have been especially welcome though meat animals would have
been needed too. Whilst the collection of taxes from a wide area
may have been organised from Letocetum it is hard to see where
large quantities of goods for conveyance through Letocetum could
have'come from. Distribution of the annona would have been from the
civitas capital, Wroxeter, though some may have gone direct to
where it was needed. As far as the population of the area around
Letocetum

is concerned, it is relevant that Smith in his study of

landscape development

in the nearby large parishes of Alrewas,

Fisherwick and Whittington found ten settlements of about 200 A.D.
Of these only two produced evidence of fourth-century
settlement.
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There is nothing to suggest large quantities of

annona would have been shipped by wagon or pack-animal through
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Letocetum. The bulk of the army was in the north and any supplies
from a distance would have travelled by water.

The defences at

Letocetum were town defences not those of a large wagon-park.

The Cursus Velox
The above does not mean that few travellers passed through
Letocetum. Geographically it was an important site for those
travelling

from London and the south to Wroxeter and central or

north Wales, or to Chester and the north-west. Similarly,
Cirencester and the south-west were connected via the Ryknield
Street with the military north-east.Such travellers could have been
billeted within the defences and there was plenty of pasture for
animals and presumably a staff of mule-drivers and others to look
after the animals and vehicles. A small e x c a v a t i o n
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found pieces

of flue-tiles, tequlae, imbrices, window-glass and roofing slate
together with unabraded fourth-century pottery and a coin of
Carausius on a side-road within the defences. This suggests that an
important building may have stood nearby.
The Codex Theodosianus
Marcellinus
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and L i b a n i u s

and the writings of Ammianus
1 6 5

make it clear that there were many

gross abuses of the cursus publicus especially by the more
influential members of the community. Post animals were ill-treated
and sometimes stolen, passes to use the service were sought and
bought without justification, even mule-drivers cloaks'were
stolen. There is no evidence of these abuses in Britain but it is
most unlikely that people here were more virtuous than
elsewhere. Restrictions and changes had to be made. The cost of
maintaining the service was ruining p e o p l e .
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Only five (later

six) post-horses and one carriage (raeda) were to be dispatched in
one day save in e m e r g e n c i e s .
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If observed at Letocetum the

service would not have been excessively busy but there would have
been ordinary travellers, not using the service to be catered for.
Other fourth-century changes may have been unwelcome. Together
with people in some other trades, mule-drivers were bound to the
service. They and their families became in effect state
slaves. They were provided with food and clothing but were not paid
and were not allowed to leave the service. A translation of one
rescript reads:
(If)any person... harbouring a mule-driver who has been
assigned to a changing station should stealthily withdraw
him, he shall be forced to pay ten pounds of silver... if
any public mule-drivers should be found even though old
and feeble, they shall be dragged back: along with their
wives...and' c h i l d r e n .
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The political situation in fourth-century Britain could not have
helped the running of the service. At the beginning of the century
came the efforts to restore Britain to the empire after the episode
of Carausius and Allectus. Then came trouble with the Picts and
Scots culminating in the so-called barbarian conspiracy. There was
the rebellion of Magnus Maximus and that of Constantine III both
involving the movement of many troops to the continent. How the
cursus publicus fared with all the upheavals and the unrest is not
known. The latest coin to be found at

Letocetum is one of Gratian

(381). That does not mean that the settlement ended at that time
for the distribution of late coins in Britain is uneven. All that
can be said is that the cursus must have ended before the collapse
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of Roman administration at the beginning of the fifth century but
it may have gradually ended long before that.
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VIII

POST-SCRIPT

This paper has been concerned only with Letocetum

as a transport

centre to which some administrative functions were probably
attached. It has said nothing of the Roman army and the succession
of four forts and two camps that were there except insofar as they
led to the establishment of the posting station. Similarly nothing
is said of religion though one authority has suggested Letocetum
may have had a b i s h o p .
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Celtic carved heads and the establishment

of a Christian centre at nearby Lichfield have been discussed
elsewhere.
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We have no knowledge of Letocetum/ archaeological or

historical, in the immediately post-Roman period. The place does
emerge later under its Welsh name,Caer Lwytqoed. The late defences
1

gave rise to the term Caer' and a British, possibly Powysian
outpost

was established t h e r e
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The development in the

seventh century of Lichfield as the seat of a bishop and Tamworth
as a royal Saxon centre ended any importance that Caer Lwytqoed may
have had. When the place again emerged historically it was under a
new name. Wall. This would be from the remains of the late defences
part of which was still standing in the early nineteenth century.
During the great coaching era of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Wall did not regain its position as a transport
centre. This hilly portion of the Watling Street was
avoided. Coaches from London and the south to Chester, the point of
embarkation for Ireland, turned off the Watling Street before
reaching Wall and proceeded through Lichfield and Stone. Coaches
for Shrewsbury and the west, left the Watling Street at Castle
Bromwich and travelled along the Old Chester Road (the modern A452)
passing well to the south of Wall before rejoining the Watling
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Fig. 20

The road running from the Crane Brook towards the
late defences. The height of the land to the left
shows the result of repeated attempts to lower
the gradient.
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Street. When Telford opened up the road to Holyhead it pssed
through the Black Country well to the south. The usual explanation
that is offered is that the coaches needed to pass through centres
of population to pick up and to drop passengers, but there were no
centres of population on the stretch of Old Chester Road referred
to. Wall was a small village with virtually no through
traffic. Despite this efforts were made to reduce the gradient of
the slope east of the Crane Brook t F i g . 2 0 )
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During excavations

at Wall in the early 1960s, it was not uncommon for puzzled
motorists

to stop and ask excavators for confirmation that they

really were on the Watling Street and had not 1;aken a wrong
turning. This is almost unbelievable today as one watches the
continuous stream of heavy traffic thundering along the Wall
by-pass. But Wall has not become a transport centre again. There
are no petrol pumps or transport cafes.It remains a quiet village
with one pub and just the remains of the bath-house and mansio to
attract visitors.
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